As the country strives to recover from the worst recession since the Great Depression, lawmakers in several states are being told that the key to solving their state’s unemployment woes is adopting so-called “right-to-work” statutes.

Misleadingly named right-to-work (RTW) laws do not, as some unfamiliar with the term may assume, entail any guarantee of employment for those ready and willing to work. Rather, they make it illegal for a group of unionized workers to negotiate a contract that requires each employee who enjoys the benefit of the contract to pay his or her share of the costs of negotiating and policing it. By making it harder for workers’ organizations to sustain themselves financially, RTW laws aim to restrict the share of state employees who are able to represent themselves through collective bargaining, and to limit the effectiveness of unions in negotiating higher wages and benefits for their members. Because it lowers wages and benefits, weakens workplace protections, and decreases the likelihood that employers will be required to negotiate with their employees, RTW is advanced as a strategy for attracting new businesses to locate in a state.

Right-to-work laws have been implemented in 22 states, predominantly in the South and Southwest, starting as far back as 1947. But what is their actual track record in spurring employment growth? And what is the likelihood that, in today’s economy, a state deciding to adopt the 23rd right-to-work statute would see its job market improve?

This report examines the track record of right-to-work laws in boosting employment growth. In particular,
we examine in depth the experience of Oklahoma, which in 2001 became the most recent state to adopt an RTW law. The majority of RTW states enacted their laws more than 30 years ago; the second-most recent statute adopted is that of Idaho, passed in 1985. Because economic conditions have changed greatly in the past decades, and because better data are available for more recent years, the case of Oklahoma is particularly illuminating regarding the potential impact of such laws on states considering them.

Despite ambitious claims by proponents, the evidence is overwhelming that:

- Right-to-work laws have not succeeded in boosting employment growth in the states that have adopted them.
- The case of Oklahoma – closest in time to the conditions facing those states now considering such legislation – is particularly discouraging regarding the law’s ability to spur job growth. Since the law passed in 2001, manufacturing employment and relocations into the state reversed their climb and began to fall, precisely the opposite of what right-to-work advocates promised.
- For those states looking beyond traditional or low-wage manufacturing jobs – whether to higher-tech manufacturing, to “knowledge” sector jobs, or to service industries dependent on consumer spending in the local economy – there is reason to believe that right-to-work laws may actually harm a state’s economic prospects.

**Right-to-work claims and the problem with averages**

In promoting new right-to-work laws as the answer to the jobs crisis, the National Right to Work Committee trumpets the fact that “in the past decade, non-agricultural employment in Right to Work states grew twice as fast compared to that in non-Right to Work states.” This statement is statistically true, but only in the same way that it is true that if Bill Gates walks into a bar, everyone in the bar is suddenly, on average, a multimillionaire. The problem with averages, in the absence of standard deviations, is that they create the misleading impression that all members of the group are more or less close to the average. In the case of RTW states, nothing could be further from the truth. And the radical disjuncture between high- and low-performing right-to-work states makes it clear that it is not the law itself but rather other factors in the local economy that explain these states’ economic fortunes.

The past decade saw a huge discrepancy in the relative performance of states with and without right-to-work codes. For example, while right-to-work Arizona saw employment grow by almost 19% from 2000-09, RTW Alabama saw its employment shrink by more than 8%. Employment growth over the decade was 9.5% in non-RTW New Mexico, more than triple the rate of its RTW neighbor, Oklahoma.

When examining the variation among the individual states that make up the National Right to Work Committee’s average, it becomes clear that the statistic is highly misleading – driven by a handful of high-growth states such as Nevada, Florida, Arizona, and Texas, while much of the rest of the pack saw quite modest growth or even declines. Indeed, the non-RTW states of Washington, Alaska, and New Mexico each saw jobs grow faster than 17 of the 22 RTW states. By the end of 2010, both the highest and lowest state unemployment rates were found in right-to-work jurisdictions.

If states with right-to-work laws can experience either dramatic growth or steep declines, and if both right-to-work and non-right-to-work states can foster booming job markets, then it is clear that something else in these states’ economies, demographics, or policies must be driving job growth, while right-to-work laws account for little if anything in these trends.

When one examines the facts underlying the averages, it appears that recommending right-to-work as a solution to unemployment is on par with suggesting that one’s personal wealth can increase by having a beer in Bill Gates’ favorite watering hole.

**The track record of right-to-work and job creation**

Proponents of so-called right-to-work make ambitious claims on behalf of the policy. The National Institute for Labor Relations Research, an anti-union advocacy
group, argues that the law in and of itself has profound and transformative effects on a state’s economy, single-handedly determining where employment grows and where it stays flat or shrinks, where companies locate and where they don’t, where manufacturing plants open and where they close, and where income growth stagnates and where it accelerates.\(^5\)

Scholars have spent many years examining the validity of these claims. Right-to-work proponents assert that the policy has particularly strong effects in boosting employment in manufacturing.\(^6\)

Unlike service-sector industries such as health care and education, which have no choice but to locate where their customers are, manufacturers often can locate plants wherever they choose and then ship to their customers around the country or across the globe. Thus, manufacturers constitute the primary target of economic development policies aiming to attract new firms into a given state. In addition, the lower value-added end of manufacturing requires relatively unskilled labor; for these employers, a modest reduction in labor costs may be sufficient to influence location decisions.

For all these reasons, analyses of right-to-work laws traditionally have focused on how the laws have affected manufacturing employment in particular, in addition to a state’s overall employment level.

It is notoriously difficult to separate the impact of a single government policy from myriad competing economic factors, statutes, and regulations that help shape a state’s economy. The fact that states that share a common attribute have stronger average growth rates cannot be taken as evidence that the attribute in question is the cause of that growth. To use an extreme example as illustration, in 2000-09 the states whose names started with the letters N-Z had an average employment growth rate almost nine times higher than states whose names start with A-M.\(^7\)

Yet no one would suggest that Indiana and Kentucky could improve job growth by changing their names.

Anti-union advocates sometimes advance their cause by pointing to the fact that, since the inception of right-to-work laws in 1947, employment has grown dramatically faster in states with such statutes than in those without them. This argument is particularly unso, even beyond the problem of averages.

Right-to-work states are concentrated in the South, and the decades since 1947 have brought a host of fundamental changes that have transformed the economies of these states.\(^8\) Among these are the revolution in agricultural productivity, which freed up large numbers of Southern agricultural workers to go into manufacturing; the construction of the interstate highway system and the use of standard containers in shipping, making it possible to locate manufacturing facilities away from the country’s central railroad depots; the invention and popularization of air conditioning; the civil rights movement, which enabled a significant and previously disenfranchised segment of these states’ populations to participate fully in all sectors of the economy; and massive federal investments in these states’ education systems. Any one of these factors is more likely than right-to-work to account for the more rapid growth of manufacturing in Southern states.

Southern officials themselves generally point to education – not labor law – as the key to transforming their states’ economies over the past few decades. A recent in-depth study of the economy in non-RTW Kentucky, for example, examined the root causes of that state’s poor economic performance by comparing the state’s policies with those of four Southern neighbors – Alabama, Georgia, North Carolina, and Tennessee, all RTW states.\(^9\) The authors found that by far the most important cause of Kentucky’s plight was the shortage of skilled workers.

“Every site location expert we spoke with,” the study authors report, “indicated the primary limitation to firms locating or expanding in Kentucky is the lack of training and poor education of the workforce.”

By contrast, right-to-work laws were found to have no statistically significant impact in explaining Kentucky’s fortunes compared to those of more prosperous Southern states. Indeed, the economic development officials of those states did not point to right-to-work as a determining factor. Rather, “every economic development official in the competing states with whom we spoke indicated the single most important reason for their economic growth over the previous three to four decades was an emphasis on education and workforce development.”

Thus, the mere fact of a state having a right-to-work law tells us nothing about the extent to which that law explains the state’s economic trajectory. Clearly, what both
sides of this debate must aim to discover is how right-to-work impacts a state’s job growth, all other things being equal. The methodological difficulty lies in defining what “all other things” means. Noticing, for instance, that a given right-to-work state has experienced faster growth than a given non-RTW state, one might wonder if the difference is due not to the discrepancy in labor laws but rather the difference in the educational level of the workforce, the proximity of transportation hubs, the cost of real estate, the state’s inheritance tax, its natural resources, the quality of its school system, or the quality of its state universities. The list gets very long quickly.

The history of right-to-work scholarship entails successive efforts to account for more and more of these variables, and to separate out as completely as possible the impact of RTW laws from all the other factors that influence a state’s employment growth. Over time, as scholars have developed more sophisticated and more comprehensive means of holding “all other things” equal, the measured impact of right-to-work laws has grown smaller and smaller, with recent studies finding it has no impact whatsoever.10

One of the most commonly cited studies is that of Thomas Holmes, who compared manufacturing employment on the borders of right-to-work and non-right-to-work states. Using county-level data, Holmes found that, when crossing into a right-to-work state from a non-right-to-work state, one was likely to find both an increased share of employment concentrated in manufacturing and a history of higher growth rates for manufacturing employment in the period from 1947 through the mid-1990s. There are two caveats to Holmes’ study, however: First, using the manufacturing share of overall employment to define the success of a law may be an unreliable measure. In states where service employment is growing, for instance, the manufacturing share of overall employment will decrease without reflecting any failing in the local economy or government. Second and even more importantly, Holmes made no claim whatsoever that right-to-work laws themselves accounted for the differences he noted. Instead, he explicitly used right-to-work laws as a proxy for a wide array of other policies.

“Right-to-Work states,” Holmes explained, “historically have pursued a number of other smokestack-chasing policies, such as low taxes, aggressive subsidies, and even, in some cases, lax environmental regulations. Thus, my results do not say that it is right-to-work laws that matter, but rather that the ‘pro-business package’ offered by right-to-work states seems to matter.”11

The experience of Idaho, the most recent state to adopt right-to-work prior to Oklahoma, is likewise often invoked as evidence of the policy’s positive impact. The primary study of the Idaho law, which went into effect in 1987, compares the state’s pre- and post-law economy with that of its neighboring states.12 The comparison between Idaho and its neighbors was intended as a means of holding “all other things” equal, assuming that underlying economic trends should be similar in nearby states. Yet, as with Holmes, the authors failed to account for dynamics within the Idaho economy that seem more likely than right-to-work to account for the state’s employment trends – and thus overstated the impact of the statute.

The authors report that the decade following passage saw dramatically lower unionization rates and significantly higher manufacturing employment than in the preceding decade, and that the state’s post-adoption manufacturing sector grew significantly more rapidly than those of neighboring states.

Here too, however, the inability to separate the impact of this one specific law from the myriad other factors shaping the state’s economy leave the authors unable to draw any definitive conclusion. Indeed, when one looks more closely at the Idaho case, the impact of right-to-work is much less plausible than its proponents claim. For one thing, both the dramatic decline in the state’s unionization rate and the upsurge in employment growth preceded the adoption of right-to-work by several years. The state’s unionization rate fell from 22% to 9% in 1981-84, before the right-to-work law was adopted, but coinciding with President Reagan’s promotion of strike breaking in the PATCO showdown in 1981. It also coincided with a steep decline in the state’s traditionally well-organized timber industry.

Similarly, the post-law boom in manufacturing employment primarily was driven by the high-tech industry, which in the 1990s became the single largest manufacturing sector in the state.13 Since this industry has never seen any significant percentage of unionization in any state,
it seems implausible that high-tech manufacturers chose Idaho in order to avoid collective bargaining. The ultimate disproof of the right-to-work thesis is that, while high-tech firms expanded employment in Idaho after 1987, they also did so in non-RTW states.\textsuperscript{14} Clearly, whatever led them to invest in Idaho had nothing to do with this recently adopted law.

One attempt to more fully separate the impact of RTW laws from other aspects of a state’s economy is the 2006 analysis of Kalenkoski and Lacombe.\textsuperscript{15} Following Holmes’ lead, they compared the manufacturing share of overall employment in states with and without right-to-work statutes. Rather than simply comparing neighboring jurisdictions, however, the authors controlled for county-level demographic data such as the age, gender, race, ethnicity, and education level of the local population. By comparing geographic areas with similar demographic profiles, they hoped to control for general features of both the local economy and political climate.

Their research finds that the impact of right-to-work on the manufacturing share of a locality’s overall employment is only one-third as great as that estimated by Holmes, and they conclude that previous studies without such controls “dramatically overstate the positive relationship between RTW legislation and manufacturing employment.”\textsuperscript{16}

Yet even this study may misstate the impact of right-to-work, for several reasons. First, while it controls for some aspects of local economies, it still fails to control for many others — including, as in Holmes, the presence of other state policies that may influence location decisions. Second, as described in the Idaho case, using the manufacturing share of overall employment to define the impact of a law can be an unreliable measure. Indeed, Kalenkoski and Lacombe’s methodology produced some curious and unexplained findings, suggesting that the measure they used is less than fully reliable.\textsuperscript{17}

When scholars are most rigorous about separating the impact of right-to-work laws from other factors, the evidence suggests that right-to-work has no effect whatsoever on a state’s employment. One of the most recent and ambitious studies estimates the impact of RTW laws while controlling for a wide range of variables, including general economic features of the state economy such as the share of gross state product concentrated in manufacturing and the average wages and educational level of the workforce; state policies such as personal and corporate tax rates; and a range of labor-specific policies including state minimum wage, workers’ compensation, and unemployment insurance rates. This study effectively answers the question posed by Holmes, who noted that it was impossible to tell if the differences he recorded reflected the impact of right-to-work itself or other policies and economic features of the states that had also adopted right-to-work laws. When these various strands of the question are separated out, the authors report that “right to work laws…seem to have no effect on economic activity.”\textsuperscript{18}

One of the most recent studies similarly aimed to control for the factors that Holmes left unexplored, and it, too, concludes that right-to-work has no impact on employment growth. Stevans (2009) compared states with and without RTW laws, but controlled for a broader array of economic variables.\textsuperscript{19} Most importantly, the author controls for a state’s general business climate, in order to separate the impact of RTW laws from other economic policies of the state. When the question is thus refined, Stevans reports that right-to-work laws, in and of themselves, have no statistically significant impact whatsoever on either the rate of job growth or the number of new businesses opened in a state.

“One increase in the probability that a state is right-to-work,” Stevans concludes, “has no influence on employment, is associated with a decrease in per-capita personal income and wages/salaries, is associated with an increase in proprietors’ income, and has no effect on economic growth.”\textsuperscript{20}

Thus, the history of right-to-work studies has a clear trajectory. The more scholars are able to hold “all other things” equal, the more it becomes clear that these laws have little or no positive impact on a state’s job growth. The most recent and most methodologically rigorous studies conclude that the policy has no statistically significant impact whatsoever.

**Shrinking impact of right-to-work over time?**

It’s not clear that right-to-work laws, in themselves, ever have had a significant impact on employment growth.
To the extent that they may have, however, there is good reason to believe that any such impact would be much smaller today than it would have been in the past.

In one part, this is the simple logic of competition. To the extent that right-to-work is a draw for manufacturers, its effect would be greatest on the first state to adopt such a statute. If 49 states protected union security and only one was right-to-work, employers to whom this policy mattered would all be drawn to that location. The prospect of becoming the 23rd right-to-work state in the country is much different. Any competitive advantage a state might realize, at this point, would have to be sufficiently powerful enough to draw footloose employers to that state not only over the non-RTW states but also over the other 22 states with identical labor laws.

In addition, to the extent that RTW laws helped draw northern unionized manufacturing firms into lower-wage and less-organized jurisdictions in the South, this dynamic has long since played itself out. Any measure of comparative job growth over the past several decades captures the de-industrialization of the Northeast and upper Midwest and the mass relocation of firms to the South starting in the 1960s, whether in search of cheaper wages, cheaper land, lower crime, or less regulation. That wave of relocation may show up in the long-term employment growth of Southern states, but at this point it’s done.

There is no such ongoing wave of relocation from which states newly adopting RTW laws might hope to benefit. Thus, one in-depth examination of Southern economic development measured how the effect of RTW laws evolved over time, and concluded that the policy’s impact reached its statistical peak in the 1950s and shrank to statistical insignificance by the 1970s. A state newly adopting right-to-work today, according to these findings, would receive absolutely no benefit in job growth.

Finally, the past 15 years have brought technological and legal changes that have made it much easier for manufacturers to relocate to lower-wage locales abroad. The same manufacturers that once fled the North for the South have now, in many cases, gone to Mexico or China.

For all these reasons, Oklahoma – the most recent state to enact a right-to-work law – provides the most instructive case for states newly considering adoption of right-to-work statutes. By focusing on the experience of a state that went through the transition from one labor regime to another in economic times close to the present, and by drawing on a history sufficiently recent that there is a wealth of data readily available, Oklahoma provides the clearest possible lessons for states now engaged in legislative debates over the impacts of so-called “right-to-work.”

The adoption of right-to-work in Oklahoma
For the past 20 years, Oklahoma’s unemployment rate has largely tracked that of the nation as a whole, rising when national unemployment increased and falling when it declined. While trending in the same directions, however, the state’s actual unemployment rate has been consistently lower than the national average for at least the past 20 years. This may reflect Oklahoma’s concentration of employment in the oil and gas industries and in government and military service.

To the extent that demand for energy and funding for military and other government functions are relatively inelastic, the prevalence of these sectors in the state’s economy may provide a source of stability that helps sustain the job market in tough times.

To the extent that Oklahoma has attracted new companies over the past 20 years (including the past 10 under its right-to-work regime), it does not appear to reflect the impact of right-to-work. Noting that Oklahoma has attracted about 600 new companies over the past 20 years, Newsweek magazine reports that “the secret to the shift” was not labor law but something much simpler – cash. In the early 1990s, Oklahoma adopted a unique policy of rebating 5% of payroll costs – in cash, no strings attached – to employers who created new jobs. In 2009, the state established a double incentive – 10% cash back on payrolls for companies that create high-paying jobs. Boeing’s decision to move 550 jobs from California to Oklahoma, for instance, was driven not by labor law but by these incentive payments.

Whatever the cause, Oklahoma’s economic strength long preceded its adoption of right-to-work. As a non-RTW state, Oklahoma’s employment grew by 22% in the 1990s, well ahead of the national average. The manufacturing sector was particularly impressive compared with national trends, growing by 11% during the
decade, compared with 4% growth for the country as a whole. By the year 2000, the state’s unemployment rate stood at 3%, not only well below the national average but also lower than 18 of the then-21 right-to-work states.\(^\text{25}\) It is clear, then, that whatever the sources of Oklahoma’s economic success in the 1990s, they had nothing to do with right-to-work.

The state’s turn to right-to-work policy was not based on expert opinion, nor on the experience of state government officials. The year before the referendum, the Oklahoma League of Economists reported that its members ranked education reform as the single most promising policy the state could pursue, and that a strong majority believed right-to-work would have no positive impact on the state’s economy.\(^\text{26}\)

Similarly, while then-Governor Frank Keating was a staunch supporter of the initiative, his position stood in direct contradiction to the advice of his predecessor. Gov. David Walters, who served until 1995, entered office as a right-to-work supporter but became convinced that such a law would be ineffective in attracting new jobs. In discussions with scores of companies, he reported, not a single one ever mentioned the lack of right-to-work as a significant consideration on whether or not to locate in Oklahoma.\(^\text{27}\)

Nevertheless, in the lead-up to Oklahoma’s 2001 vote, corporate lobbyists and supportive officials made repeated and dramatic claims regarding the necessity of adopting a right-to-work statute in order to safeguard the state’s economic future. Passage of the law “will lay the foundation for Oklahoma’s golden age,” promised Rep. Hopper Smith in the legislative debate.\(^\text{28}\)

“Oklahomans understand that right to work is one of the single most important reforms our state can make,” asserted House Republican Leader Rep. Fred Morgan. “Right to work will bring prosperity and promise to our state.”\(^\text{29}\)

Many advocates voiced arguments based on the same type of misleading averages discussed earlier in this report. The editor of the Tulsa World, for instance, called on readers to vote in favor of the initiative because “right-to-work states are doing better in terms of growth and development than Oklahoma.”\(^\text{30}\)

As in other states, Oklahoma’s law primarily was promoted as a strategy for attracting more manufacturing firms to the state.

“If state economic expansion includes targeting manufacturing growth,” argued one widely circulated policy brief, “addressing the problem of Right-to-Work is a prerequisite.”\(^\text{31}\)

Above all, proponents insisted that right-to-work would vastly expand the number of firms considering Oklahoma as a location for their facilities. One prominent supporter, invited to testify before the Oklahoma State Senate, insisted that the state would see “eight to 10 times as many prospects if right to work passes.”

“When companies start looking for a relocation site,” explained consultant Elizabeth Morris, “the second most important criteria they list is whether a state is a right-to-work state…If the answer is ‘no,’ then they won’t even consider that state. This means that you are cut off from 90 percent of the relocating companies.”\(^\text{32}\)

Though Morris did not present statistical survey data to back up this assertion, her claims were repeated in the press, in think-tank policy briefs, and by elected officials on the floor of the state legislature. Representative Mike Wilt repeated Morris’ claim in legislative debate, concluding that with the state’s existing labor laws, “we’re not even being considered” by out-of-state companies.\(^\text{33}\)

“If we don’t pursue right to work,” Governor Keating agreed, “we are redlined.”\(^\text{34}\)

**Did right-to-work help Oklahoma?**

Unfortunately for Oklahomans, so-called “right-to-work” never delivered on its promise. The law was promoted, above all, as a strategy for boosting manufacturing employment by convincing out-of-state production facilities to locate in Oklahoma.

“If state economic expansion includes targeting manufacturing growth,” argued one conservative think-tank policy brief widely circulated in the lead-up to the state’s vote, “addressing the problem of Right-to-Work is a prerequisite.”\(^\text{35}\)

Yet the facts show the exact opposite of what right-to-work supporters predicted. Not only has manufacturing employment failed to rise in Oklahoma, but, after increasing steadily the previous 10 years, it has fallen steadily in every year since right-to-work was adopted.

The state’s manufacturing sector grew from 155,000 jobs in 1990 to a peak of nearly 177,000 in 2000
In the decade following adoption of the new law, however, manufacturing employment declined sharply and has never regained its pre-right-to-work level. Oklahoma ended the decade with 123,000 residents employed in manufacturing, nearly 50,000 less than when the law was voted in. This does not mean that right-to-work in itself caused a decline in the state’s manufacturing employment. Rather, it suggests that right-to-work had no positive impact on the manufacturing sector and, in the face of broader forces undermining the sector, right-to-work was simply impotent.

Nor did right-to-work lead to lower unemployment rates for Oklahoma residents. In 2000, the year before the law was adopted, Oklahoma’s unemployment rate was just above 3%; by the end of 2010 it stood at 6.86% (Figure B).

Oklahoma’s decline was part of the country’s overall employment crisis in 2001-03 and again in the past two years, and so the more relevant question is how the state’s economic performance compared to others.

A rough means of measuring the state’s relative performance is to compare its track record to those of neighboring states (Figure C). As discussed above, a comparison with neighboring states does not control for all the variables that affect economic development, but it does provide a reasonable first glimpse at a state’s comparative performance.

Oklahoma is bordered by six states – three right-to-work and three union security states – and it started off the decade with an unemployment rate lower than any of them. If right-to-work had a positive impact, then Oklahoma’s advantage over its neighbors should have grown even more pronounced. But this is not the case. When the right-to-work initiative was adopted, Oklahoma’s unemployment rate was nearly nine-tenths of
a point better than the average of its six neighbors. The size of this gap narrowed and then widened during the rest of the decade, but was mostly smaller than where it started.

Taken together, Oklahoma’s advantage over its neighbors averaged just under eight-tenths of a point during the years 2002-10 – slightly less than at the decade’s start. Thus, neither the state’s actual unemployment rate nor its comparative performance relative to neighboring states provides any evidence of right-to-work having effectively boosted the state’s employment.

Nor did Oklahoma’s experience accelerate employment growth compared with its neighbors. As illustrated in Figure D, in the years following adoption of right-to-work, Oklahoma’s rate of job growth was unremarkable compared with nearby states – at times near the bottom of the pack and at other times closer to the top; it performed significantly worse than both non-right-to-work New Mexico and right-to-work Texas.

To test the extent to which right-to-work may have given Oklahoma some advantage not captured in the simple trends of job growth or unemployment, we constructed a new statistical model to measure how Oklahoma’s adoption of right-to-work impacted its economic performance relative to that of its neighbors. Our analysis follows Holmes’ work in focusing on job growth in counties and is based on employment data that is directly reported (as opposed to projected or estimated) for 98% of the workforce.

From 1996 to 2006 – a period covering five years before and five years after Oklahoma’s adoption of right-to-work – we measured employment trends in manufacturing and in the economy as a whole. Holmes’ assumption in comparing RTW and non-RTW counties that bordered each other was that the proximity of the counties would generally mean that the two counties were broadly similar in the demographics of their populations, price of land, extent of urbanization, and other core features of the local
economy. By comparing neighboring counties, Holmes aimed to isolate the impact of public policy as distinct from underlying economic dynamics.

Our analysis builds on Holmes’ instinct, but contains additional controls aimed at more narrowly isolating the impact of right-to-work. In the course of a series of regression analyses, we controlled for population, unemployment rates, and both time and county fixed effects. In addition, while Holmes’ study compared the average performance of all RTW border counties with that of all non-RTW border counties, we examined the relative performance of each individual pair of counties that straddle Oklahoma’s border with its neighbors. This more-focused analysis should provide a more exact measure of the impact of Oklahoma’s policy shift.

If right-to-work proponents are right about the employment benefits of the policy, then employment in the state should have improved relative to its neighbors (both the three RTW states and the three non-RTW states) and to the country as a whole. We tested for this impact in nearly every way imaginable. We compared all the counties in Oklahoma with all counties in neighboring states and with all counties in the United States. We compared only the Oklahoma border counties, paired with the exactly adjacent county in a neighboring state. We compared average employment levels for the period before Oklahoma’s adoption of right-to-work with those in the period following it. We tracked the shift in Oklahoma’s relative performance for each individual year leading up to and following the adoption of right-to-work.

No matter how we analyzed the data, the result was always the same: The adoption of right-to-work in Oklahoma had no significant positive impact whatsoever on employment. In every instance, the effect of the law
was either insignificant or, more often, significant and negative. When we tracked year-by-year changes, the data show Oklahoma improving relative to its neighbors in the years leading up to adoption of right-to-work—strongly suggesting that factors other than right-to-work are driving the state's employment trends.

The years following the law’s adoption are overwhelmingly associated with negative employment effects. The sample that compares all counties in Oklahoma with all counties in its neighboring states gives the most robust estimates due to the larger sample size. Here too, the data suggest that Oklahoma's employment declined by 1-3%, relative to its neighbors, in the years following adoption of right-to-work.

Finally, the failure of right-to-work to produce job growth is confirmed by a pair of scholars who in 2010 employed a newly developed technique to compare Oklahoma’s track record with that of a statistical control group; this method enables the authors to control for a wide range of variables. Rather than rely on Oklahoma’s neighbors, the authors constructed a composite comparison by drawing on a variety of states whose profiles most closely mirror that of Oklahoma prior to 2001.

In the case of Oklahoma, the comparison was made up of weighted averages of New Mexico, Colorado and Vermont, states which each matched certain aspects of Oklahoma’s economic and demographic profile prior to its adoption of right-to-work. Oklahoma’s experience following adoption was then measured against that of this imaginary control group. This novel methodology creates a statistically sound measure of what Oklahoma would have been like had it not adopted right-to-work but had otherwise retained its most salient economic and political characteristics. Comparing these two scenarios,
the authors measure the impact of right-to-work. They find that, while the law did decrease the share of Oklahomans represented in collective bargaining, it had no impact whatsoever on the state’s manufacturing employment share.

The single most important evidence of the impotence of right-to-work laws may be exactly what advocates focused on during the 2001 debate: the number of out-of-state firms choosing to open plants in Oklahoma. Recall that one of the law’s backers predicted to the legislature that the number of outside companies considering locating in Oklahoma would increase by “eight to 10 times” if the right-to-work law passed. While the Oklahoma Department of Commerce does not report data on the number of companies that express potential interest in relocating, it does compile annual reports on the number of companies who actually open new facilities in the state. Assuming that there’s been no change in

### Table 1

**Announced openings of new manufacturing and service facilities Oklahoma, 1990-2010**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Manufacturers</th>
<th>Service industries</th>
<th>Total, mfg &amp; services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Plants</td>
<td>Jobs</td>
<td>Facilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1990</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>2,461</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1991</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>2,424</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1992</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>3,066</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1993</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>1,899</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1994</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>4,211</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1995</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>2,353</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1996</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>1,926</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1997</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>2,207</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1998</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>1,399</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1999</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>3,347</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>1,806</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>1,612</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>1,865</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>2,506</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>2,629</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>2,722</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>5,106</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>2,253</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>388</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>861</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>1,657</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Annual average, various periods**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Period</th>
<th>Plants</th>
<th>Jobs</th>
<th>Facilities</th>
<th>Jobs</th>
<th>Facilities</th>
<th>Jobs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1991-2000</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>2,464</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>4,026</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>6,490</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001-10</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>2,160</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>2,084</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>4,244</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001-05</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>2,267</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2,329</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>4,596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006-10</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>2,053</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>1,838</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>3,891</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

the success rate of Oklahoma economic development staff in converting potentially interested firms into actual new openings, an eight- or ten-fold increase in the number of firms considering Oklahoma should translate into an equally large increase in the number of new facilities opened per year.

As shown in Table 1, however, the state’s data do not bear this prediction out. Not only was there no dramatic increase in the number of new firms moving into the state, but the rate of new arrivals actually decreased following the adoption of right-to-work. In the decade preceding right-to-work, Oklahoma welcomed an average of 48 new firms per year, creating a total of nearly 6,500 new jobs each year during the 1990s. In the 10 years that the state has operated under its right-to-work law, however, the average number of firms and jobs brought into the state has been one-third lower (averaging 4,244 from 2001 to 2010) than when Oklahoma was a non-RTW state. This drop does not simply reflect the recession of the past few years. While the numbers were worse in the latter part of the decade, even in the early 2000s they remained well below the average rate of the non-right-to-work years.

Two years after passage of Oklahoma’s right-to-work law, the National Institute for Labor Relations Research – a business-backed think tank advocating right-to-work laws around the country – insisted that the law had already turned around the state’s fortunes. “The numbers don’t lie,” said institute director Stan Greer, pointing to higher job growth in 2002 as evidence of the law’s impact.47 The alleged improvement in Oklahoma’s economy eluded the state’s residents, however. One year after the adoption of right-to-work, more than 60% of Oklahomans told pollsters that they thought the law had no impact on the state economy.48

With a full decade of experience under the new law, it is now clear that the everyday experience of residents reflected more truth than did the calculations of advocates. Having sought to gauge the impact of right-to-work by a wide diversity of methods, none of the measures examined – the state’s unemployment rate, the number of manufacturing jobs, relative job growth and unemployment compared to neighboring states, relative growth compared with a statistical control group, the change in employment at the state’s borders, the number of firms relocating into the state – provides any evidence whatsoever that right-to-work has increased job growth in Oklahoma (see Table 2).

**Oklahoma jobs outsourced to lower-wage countries**

As described above, whatever advantage manufacturers may have once sought by locating in a right-to-work state has been undercut by the increasing ease of locating facilities in even-cheaper jurisdictions abroad. On the eve of Oklahoma’s referendum, one scholar of location decisions warned that “right-to-work laws are a welcome mat for companies who care most about low-wage, unskilled labor and who are committed to a region only until they are able to relocate someplace where the laws protecting workers are even weaker.”49 Not only did right-to-work

---

**Table 2**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure of Job Impact</th>
<th>Result</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Change in unemployment rate</td>
<td>Negative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change in manufacturing employment</td>
<td>Negative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of new firms choosing to locate in Oklahoma</td>
<td>Negative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change in unemployment rate, compared with neighbors</td>
<td>No impact</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employment growth, compared with neighbors</td>
<td>No impact</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economic growth compared with non-right-to-work neighbors, comparing counties on the border</td>
<td>No impact</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Job growth compared with statistical control group</td>
<td>No impact</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
fail to bring manufacturers into the state, it also failed to keep them there.

In the years since right-to-work was adopted, more than 160 Oklahoma employers announced mass layoffs, and more than 100 facilities have closed their doors in the face of lower-wage competition abroad. It is estimated that, from 2001 to 2008, trade with China alone reduced the number of Oklahoma jobs by more than 20,000.

When the Imation Corporation announced in late 2002 that it planned to construct a data storage manufacturing plant in Oklahoma, the move was hailed as early evidence of the impact of right-to-work. Four years later, however, the company eliminated a significant share of its local workforce in order to shift production to Mexico. As the decade progressed, the lure of right-to-work proved no competition for the attraction of much-lower-paid workers abroad. Over the course of a few months in 2006, the state lost 4,500 manufacturing jobs. Bridgestone/Firestone, citing “fierce competition from low-cost producing countries,” laid off 1,400 employees, closed its Oklahoma City factory, and moved production to Costa Rica.

During the same year, General Motors laid off 2,400 workers in Oklahoma City; in addition to the direct job losses, the closure eliminated an estimated 5,000 additional jobs in local suppliers and related industries. Neither a union proposal to cut labor costs by 20% nor the state’s offer of $200 million to upgrade the plant swayed the company. The Oklahoma City shutdown was part of a national trend that saw GM shutter multiple plants in the United States while simultaneously investing billions of dollars in new facilities in Mexico, where auto worker wages are less than one-tenth of even their non-union counterparts’ wages north of the border.

“We’re getting hit in the manufacturing sector over and over again,” complained Oklahoma City Mayor Mick Cornett in mid-2006.

Indeed, by 2006 the Oklahoma Department of Commerce began working on economic development strategies that are more traditionally associated with unionized Rust Belt states: not bold plans to attract new employers, but financial incentives to prevent the closure of those already in town. The state’s renewed efforts to retain local firms continued to prove insufficient, however.

In 2008, the Nautilus Corporation, a company with deep roots in Oklahoma, announced it was closing shop and laying off 150 Tulsa employees in favor of producing its fitness equipment in China.

Thus, as skeptics predicted, the core strategy of right-to-work – lowering wages and workplace regulations in order to attract out-of-state manufacturers – appears to be increasingly impotent in the face of the global economy.

Listening to employers

The failure of so-called “right-to-work” to attract more employers to Oklahoma is unsurprising when one listens to what employers themselves actually say regarding location decisions. While there are no comprehensive data on the factors determining location choice for the economy as a whole, the survey data that are available (as opposed to anecdotal accounts offered by advocates) strongly suggest that right-to-work has little if any impact on the decision making of most corporations.

Site Selection magazine reports that the best locations for the type of high-tech industries that are now a priority of most states’ recruitment efforts are uniformly found in non-RTW states. The 2010 State New Economy Index – measuring each state’s economic dynamism, technological innovation, digital transformation, knowledge jobs, and integration into global trade – ranked non-right-to-work Massachusetts, Washington, Maryland, New Jersey, and Connecticut as the most desirable and best positioned locations for the globally competitive industries of the 21st century.

Similarly, a Brookings Institution study of large corporations’ location decisions, based in part on interviews with prominent corporate location consultants, found that RTW laws figured nowhere in the typical decision process. A host of factors related to particular business functions – the cost of real estate, availability of certain skill sets, proximity to transportation and markets – shaped corporate decisions for each of their specific functions. Even where labor cost is an important consideration in location decisions, such as for call centers and some back-office operations, right-to-work is not looked to as either a key predictor of or controller for labor costs.
Even small manufacturers – those thought most likely to base location decisions on low wages and the absence of unions – don’t identify right-to-work as an important criterion in deciding where to locate plants. *Area Development* magazine conducts an annual survey, asking primarily small manufacturers to rank the factors that most influence their decisions about where to locate facilities. Not only is right-to-work not the controlling factor in their decisions, it’s not even close. In 2009, it was ranked 14th in importance, below such factors as highway accessibility, available land, and construction costs. Indeed, in the years for which *Area Development* reports data, right-to-work has never made it into the top 10 most important factors shaping location decisions.63

Even many of the executives who may in principle wish they could enforce right-to-work laws for their companies do not ultimately make location decisions based on this sentiment. In the 2009 survey, for instance, nearly three quarters of executives stated that right-to-work is either “important” or “very important” for location decisions; yet it appears that a majority of the new plants actually opened by these companies were located outside of right-to-work states. Thus it appears that, while right-to-work may represent a heartfelt ideological desire for some members of the business community, when it comes time to actually pick a winning business strategy, more fundamental factors shape the choice of location.

**Economic development officials do not treat right-to-work as a significant selling point**

The views of employers, as described above, are clearly reflected in the actions of state economic development officials, who bear direct responsibility for recruiting new companies to their states. If right-to-work were a powerful draw for out-of-state firms, it would figure prominently in the promotional material of every right-to-work state’s commerce department. This is not the case, however.

In Oklahoma, 10 years after having adopted right-to-work, the state government does not promote the policy as a key attraction for out-of-state companies. Indeed, the state’s marketing materials never mention right-to-work, focusing instead on “Oklahoma’s central location and easy, affordable access to domestic and international markets, low business costs and taxes, comprehensive transportation system…cutting-edge incentives, and a technologically skilled workforce….64 This is what one would expect: a focus on the core business needs that actually drive companies’ location choices. It offers stark confirmation that even those states that have instituted a right-to-work law don’t regard it as a significant draw for employers.

A similar dynamic has recently been highlighted in Iowa, a state often promoted as a model for other Midwestern states currently being encouraged to adopt right-to-work laws. In January 2011, Republican members of the state legislature introduced HF3, a bill that would require the phrase “Iowa Is a Right to Work State” to be placed on the state’s promotional, tourism, and business recruitment materials. Presumably, the Iowa Department of Economic Development, whose staff bear front-line responsibility for recruiting business, have a finely tuned understanding of what factors are most likely to draw employers to their state. And clearly, they have concluded that right-to-work does not figure in that list. In recruiting materials for out-of-state firms, the department lists Iowa’s “key economic advantages” as low corporate and property taxes, low rates for workers’ compensation and unemployment insurance, and a generous research and development tax credit.65

It’s possible that next year’s brochure will add right-to-work to the current list, if HF3 is voted into law. But it doesn’t speak well of the policy’s market appeal if its promotion has to be mandated by legislative fiat. Here again, right-to-work appears to have greater support as an ideological principle than as a realistic strategy for economic development.

**Does right-to-work harm job growth?**

The evidence presented thus far suggests that right-to-work is ineffective as a strategy for increasing a state’s employment. But can right-to-work actually harm a state’s prospects for job growth?

There is no clear statistical data with which to answer this question. But there are at least two reasons to worry about the potential negative impacts of the policy on state job growth.
First, to the extent that right-to-work succeeds in weakening unions and thus lowering wages and benefits, it also results in lower tax revenues for local and state government, forcing concomitant cuts in public services. Economists have long recognized that spending on public services, particularly education and infrastructure, are important components of an economic development strategy. These services, however, are put at risk when states adopt a development strategy based on attracting low-wage employers; the approach produces lower revenues at a time when many states are already confronting fiscal crises.

Secondly, while the right-to-work strategy of economic development aims at attracting lower-wage manufacturers whose location is mobile, the sectors that promise the greatest growth in most state's economies are increasingly concentrated in construction and service industries that are rooted in local communities and dependent on local demand.

As noted in a recent Indiana Chamber of Commerce report, the central purpose of right-to-work laws is to lower wages by undercutting union bargaining strength. By lowering wages and benefits, right-to-work is trumpeted as a strategy for attracting new businesses to locate in one's state. Recent evidence does show, in fact, that RTW laws result in lower wages — for both unionized and nonunion employees. In a competitive labor market, stronger wages and benefits for union members create pressure on employers to improve compensation for nonunion workers as well. Similarly, when RTW laws lower union wages, they also result in reduced compensation for nonunion workers.

Throughout the unemployment crisis of 2009-10, as economists looked to ignite job growth, both policy makers and business leaders pointed to consumer demand as the key prerequisite for companies to start creating more jobs. Business Roundtable Chairman Terry McGraw explained in 2009 that “behind all these diverse and depressing numbers is one central driving fact: demand has collapsed….To find a path out of today’s economic quagmire, we must jump start that demand.”

As we look to support growing sectors of the economy, it is clear that the future depends largely on an economy driven by consumption. Nationally, the top 10 occupations projected to add the greatest number of jobs in the coming decade are almost entirely dependent on either government revenue or consumer spending, including jobs in food service, retail sales, health care, and education. If states rely on wage-cutting right-to-work laws as a strategy for attracting outside manufacturers, there is a danger that, by undermining wage standards in both manufacturing and other industries, they will inadvertently hamstring job growth by restricting aggregate demand in their local economies.

For every $1 million in wage cuts to workers, $850,000 less is spent in the economy. Assuming that most of this would have been spent on rent, food, clothing, and other family needs in local retail and services industries, this is a significant loss of spending at exactly the time when state economies need it most. A loss of $850,000 in local spending translates, on average, into a loss of six jobs in the local community. In this way, weakening union wage standards in order to attract mobile manufacturers raises a concern that job growth might be undermined in the much larger industries that have come to dominate most states’ economic growth plans.

Conclusion: learning from Oklahoma

The data presented in this report are neither secret nor confidential. Given that multiple sources make clear that the misleadingly named “right-to-work” offers little if any encouragement to states now struggling through the recession, why do advocates continue to devote such extensive energy and resources to promoting it?

In some cases, supporters may be motivated by political goals unrelated to labor law per se. One conservative pundit, for instance, recently celebrated the 25th anniversary of Idaho’s right-to-work law by trumpeting the statute's impact in “diminishing of the Democratic Party’s power” by eliminating union political action funds.

In other cases, anti-union zealots may promote such policies out of a commitment to the principle of restricting collective bargaining, independent of the law’s economic impacts. Right-to-work proponents often emphasize the moral importance of allowing employees to earn union-
scale wages and benefits without paying for the costs of contract negotiation and enforcement.

“This is about freedom to choose for employees,” asserted one Oklahoma state representative in that state’s 2001 debate.74

But the most steadfast and generous backers of right-to-work policies are corporate employers, not individuals who typically spend their waking hours devoted to the defense of employee rights.75 Moreover, even those advocates who articulate a libertarian insistence that one should be able to work where one wants without any dues requirement seem to limit this principle to the case of unions. Right-to-work devotees are not engaged in parallel projects to declare a “right to live” where one wants – insisting on the freedom to live in a gated community without having to pay homeowner association dues – or a “right to practice law” – demanding that, as long as one passes the bar exam, lawyers should not be required to be dues-paying members of the bar association in order to represent clients in court. But if the principle of freedom from dues is only about the workplace, it seems likely to be driven primarily by anti-union animus rather than any broader principle or economic strategy.

It is, of course, perfectly legitimate for advocacy organizations to promote anti-union policies simply out of hostility to collective bargaining. But for state legislators, it is important to distinguish between passionate advocacy and economic reality.

Hailing the “Oklahoma Model” as a prescription for depressed job markets, the National Right to Work Committee insists that “the experience of Oklahoma… furnish[es] strong evidence that economically troubled states could greatly accelerate their job and income growth by passing Right to Work legislation.”76

It is unclear what evidence the Right to Work Committee believes establishes this fact. The volume of evidence examined in this report, both from previous scholarly research and from direct analysis of the data from Oklahoma, all points to the opposite conclusion: No matter what measure one uses, there is simply no evidence that right-to-work has increased job opportunities for Oklahomans. With declining manufacturing, a slowdown in firms coming into the state, and an acceleration of those abandoning the state for Mexico or China, Oklahoma provides no evidence-based model for economic regeneration.

The right-to-work strategy seems particularly ill-suited to the type of higher-skill, higher-wage industries that Oklahoma and others are now aiming to recruit. As it has become more difficult to keep low-wage manufacturers in the United States, policymakers have focused greater attention on developing “high road” industries that are less susceptible to offshoring. Such industries, however, are the least likely to be influenced by laws aimed at undermining union bargaining power.

Both the State New Economy Index and the Kentucky study finding education to be the single most important factor in Southern economic development point to the fact that if right-to-work has an impact at all, it will be in attracting lower-wage employers, whose business model relies on narrow profit margins and less-skilled labor. The better employers – offering jobs with higher pay and benefits – look for educated employees with advanced skills. They are operating on a different business model, which assumes they will pay employees relatively well in return for a workforce that produces much higher value.

As economist Robert Lynch noted, “Firms are more willing to pay $20 per hour to an employee who generates $30 worth of output than $6 per hour to an employee who generates $7 worth of output.”77

Of course, every employer would like to hire staff at the lowest possible wage, but the business model of higher-end employers does not depend on low wages as essential to their profit strategy.

That right-to-work is particularly irrelevant to such higher-wage employers is evident in the fact that Oklahoma recently found it necessary to double its cash-back incentive – now offering a refund equal to 10% of payroll costs – in order to attract higher-wage employers to the state.78

As states look to attract and retain employers, and particularly to expand the opportunities for state residents to land middle-class jobs, the hard statistical evidence suggests that so-called “right-to-work” laws have no role to play in this revival. Where states with such laws have done well, all signs – including the data, in-depth analyses of state economies, and the statements of economic development officials themselves – point to other causes for this
success. It is understandable that, in times of trouble, state legislators would look to any possible avenue in hope of finding a way out of the current crisis. But having reviewed the track record of the state with the most recent and best-documented experience, it seems clear that legislators would do better to focus their energy in other, more productive, policy directions.
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